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QUESTION 1

Which software components must be manually uninstalled prior to upgrading from Symantec Clearwell eDiscovery
Platform version 6.x to version 7.x? 

A. IGC Writer 

B. Oracle JRockit JDK 

C. FyTek\\'s PDF Meld 

D. Clearwell 6.x 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

A Case Team with a new case and related data set decides to run a Concept Search. They enter an important keyword
in the Concept area, restrict the search based on a Folder, and then open the Concept Builder. They see a list of 200
Related Terms. The 200 Related Terms are derived from which data population? 

A. from a standardized thesaurus source that is leveraged by Symantec Clearwell eDiscovery Platform 

7.x 

B. from the group of documents that have the keyword present without other documents 

C. from the group of items that was within the Folder included in the search criteria 

D. from the entire data population that has been processed into the case 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

What is always excluded from a case, appliance, or system backup? 

A. case index information 

B. case source files 

C. case database information 

D. case tags and notes 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4
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The Symantec Clearwell eDiscovery Platform 7.x provides the capability to tag full "document families". What is a
"document family"? 

A. an email message and all attachments 

B. an email message and all associated replies and forwarded messages 

C. a group of documents that have a high similarity rating as defined by the Symantec Clearwell eDiscovery Platform 7.x
"Find Similar" functionality 

D. a group of documents that have the same hash value in Symantec Clearwell eDiscovery Platform 7.x with or without
identical file names 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

A legal department asks the Case Team to add a survey question to an existing survey. How should the Case Team
proceed? 

A. create a new Custodian Notice with the new survey question and send it to custodians 

B. edit an existing Custodian Notice and add question to the existing notice 

C. create a System Admin notice with the new survey question and send it to custodians 

D. delete the existing notice, create a new notice, and send it to custodians 

Correct Answer: A 
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